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A Time for Retreat
an essay by Danielle Reiner

Last year I had the good fortune to attend a four-day art workshop along
the banks of Squam Lake in New Hampshire.
It had been on my want-to-do list for years and years and yet every time I
gave it any serious thought, there was a reason why I couldn't or shouldn't
go. And this year was no different.
It's too much money.
We just moved.
So far away.
I can't ask anyone to take care of my kids for that long.
It's a bad time of year, with our homeschool year having just begun.
All those logistics were true hurdles to overcome. But even when the
money had been found in the budget and grandparents had generously
offered childcare, I still wasn't sure of whether or not I could or should go.
What will I actually get out of it?
It's just so self-indulgent!
Will it be worth it?
That money would be better spent on x, y or z.
Maybe I should just attend a workshop closer by...
Unlike the money and childcare, this second set of reasons weren't
logistical problems to overcome and solve. This set came from a place of
fear and insecurity and they all basically boiled down to one fundamental
question.
AM I WORTHY?

And when I really sat with that for a good long while, I decided that yes, I
am.
So, I paid the fee. Booked the tickets. My in-laws came out. I grocery
shopped, made lists and meal plans. I took care of all the logistics that I
could and then I left.
Because I am worthy.
And so are you.
I know that sometimes the logistics don't allow for a long time away in a
far off place.
But you are still worthy.
You are worthy of time. You are worthy of experiences. You are worthy of
indulgence.
Find a way to take the time. Feed your soul. Fill your cup. Give yourself
permission to retreat. Make yourself a priority.

You are worthy!

5 STEPS TO CREATING YOUR OWN RETREAT

The point of a retreat is to take some time to focus on yourself
and reset. Your retreat can be as elaborate or simple as you’d like
- just as long as the focus is you.
1. Choose a block of time. You could schedule a morning, an
afternoon, a day or a whole weekend just for you. Hire a
babysitter or take family or friends up on an offer to help.
Acknowledge and release any feelings that may come up such
as guilt or unworthiness - YOU ARE WORTHY!
2. Let yourself release. Try doing a “brain dump” where you write
out anything and everything you’ve been trying to hold on to.
To-do lists, worries, anxieties, stories - get them all down.
3. Completely unplug - no phone, computer, email. The world
will not fall apart, promise! (If you like it, you can incorporate a
day of unplugging into your weekly rhythm to keep the calm
and peace going!)
4. Choose something just for you - an activity that will make you
feel refreshed and nourished. Take an art or making class, go
to a museum, take a hike. Now is your chance to try that
creative challenge you've been putting off for so long!
5. Allow for a gentle reentry. Don’t jump back into life right away.
Give yourself a bit of time to savor that restful feeling you
gained.

“How we spend our
days is, of course, how we
spend our lives.”
- Annie Dillard

A P lace for Retreat

Play Tent DIY

Children of all ages also sometimes need to retreat - to go somewhere secret,
closed, and warm. To feel the comfort of being away from it all, even if the retreat is
no farther than their bedroom or back yard. This play tent is a lovely gift you can
make for your younger children, but older kids (with some adult supervision as
needed) can design, build, and sew their own retreat play tent with just a bit of
wood, fabric, and imagination!

YOU WILL NEED
- 4 Wood Boards measuring

- Drill

1x2x46-inches

- 3/4-inch Spade Bit

- 3 3/4-inch Wood Dowels measuring

- Sandpaper

6-feet long

- Rubber Mallet

- Twin Bed Sheet

- Sewing Machine

- Saw

- Straight Needles

Saw your wood to size. If your boards or
dowels are longer than needed, use a saw to
trim them to the correct size. You’ll need to
make sure all four of your 1x2’s are 46 inches
long and the three 3/4-inch dowels are 72
inches long.
Measure for the holes. At each end of your
1x2’s you’ll need to drill a 3/4-inch hole that’s eight holes total! To find the proper
location, measure 1-1/2 inches down from
the end of the board, draw a straight line,
parallel to the end of the board. Measure the
halfway point across that line (should be at
3/4 inches) and make a mark. Where the line
and the mark intersect is where you’ll want to
place the center of your drill bit.
Drill the holes. Using your 3/4-inch spade
bit, drill a hole on each end of the 1x2’s. To
prevent splitting, let the drill do the work
slowly, don’t force it through.
Sand it down. You might need to do a little
light sanding on any rough spots.
Attach the dowels. Using your rubber
mallet, insert one dowel into the hole of two
boards. This’ll be the top of the tent. On the
other end of each board, attach the second
and third dowel. You'll want to insert each
dowel far enough that about 1-1/2 inches
extends from the end.

Sew the sheet. Make a simple casing to hold the dowel on each end of the
twin sheet. Do this by folding each end of the twin sheet over and pinning in
place. The depth of the fold depends on the original length of the sheet. You’ll
want the final length to be about 85 inches. Sew a hem across each end..
Slip on the sheets. Slip one end of the sheet through one of the bottom
dowels. Lift the sheet up and over the top dowel. Slip the other end of the
sheet onto the final dowel.
Attach the last two boards. As you did with the first two boards, attach the
final two.
Now, go and gather a few blankets and pillows, find a place to setup your tent
and get yourself cozy!

5 Fast Favorites

Here is what we’re reading, doing, and loving right this moment!

Danielle

Andrea

READING
The Princess Bride by S.
Morgenstern

READING
Yes Please by Amy Poehler

FAVORITE CREATIVE BLOG POST
This one from The Jealous
Curator with amazing collages by
artist Merve Özaslan.

FAVORITE CREATIVE BLOG POST
Anything from Maria Popova’s
Brain Pickings, but especially this
post on sidewalk flowers and life.

FAVORITE ONLINE SHOP
Brainstorm for loads of lovely
visual inspiration!

FAVORITE ONLINE SHOP
Made By Rae’s pattern shop is a
great place to start your sewing!

CURRENT WORK IN PROGRESS
A patchwork quilt! You can catch
a glimpse here and here.

CURRENT WORK IN PROGRESS
A second Washi (you can see my
first attempt here and here).

FAVORITE DAILY RITUAL
Yoga and a podcast (like Woolful)
after the kids have gone to bed.
Not exactly as quiet and zen as
more hard-core yogis might like,
but it’s the way I roll!

FAVORITE DAILY RITUAL
Swimming early in the morning
twice a week. It’s hard to wake up
so early, but it’s nice being able
to spend an hour just focused on
me (and the water feels so nice!).

Coming Soon . . .

A CREATIVE GUIDE
issue 1 - Getting Gauge

Learn A Skill

Getting Gauge - What it Is & Why it’s Important

Make Something Beautiful
Infinity Scarf Pattern For All Gauges

Get Creative With Your Family
Giant Spool Knit Scarf

And LOADS more!

Essays, Our Favorite Knitting Resources, Photos - all to get
you as excited about knitting as we are.
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